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It was not easy at the start. I do not have a
proper mentor and do not want to spend
money without earning my first income. I
believe that is what most realtors face,
hence the high attrition rate. I almost quit
after my first year of just $30,000 in income.

It was a blessing in disguise that a
Polytechnic did not accept my application as
a lecturer and I continue to press on.

I was desperate and hungry. I attended as
many company courses as possible, speak to
as many salesperson as possible and try to
find as many clients, the last being the
hardest.

One thing I found out was successful
salesperson do not like to share their trade
secret. However, when they do a very high
commission closing, emotions kicked in and
they are more likely to talk about their
closing, where I pick up tips on how they get
their leads.

I believe the number one difficulty that
agents face is getting leads. Which is why I
am writing this book, to help my fellow
agents achieve more by getting leads.
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When I graduated from NUS in 2008 with a
degree in Engineering, I knew that
Engineering was not for me during my
internship (in ST Aerospace) as it does not
suit my character. 

I am more of a people person and an
extrovert. I enjoy talking to people. Every
stranger to me is a potential friend. I enjoy
listening to people's stories, their past
experience, goals and dreams.

When I bought my first property, I have a
strong distrust to salesperson. My experience
with them was never good. I felt that they
are not helping or answering my questions
but just aim to sell me the property.

With a strong extrovert character and
believing that I can be a better salesperson
and deliver what home-buyers want, I join
the real estate career.
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To succeed in real estate, you got to act and
think like an entrepreneur.

Before you start your business, you got to
have a business plan. I go through this
activity with all my downlines every year.

Ask yourself the following questions:
What is your yearly income goal?
To achieve the target, what do you intend to
sell?
What is your target average sales price?
What is the target average commission per
sale?
How many transactions to achievement the
target?
How many listings do you need?
How much do you intend to spend on
marketing?
What is your cost per lead?
What do you think is your conversion cost per
lead?

BUSINESS  PLAN
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Residential, Commercial, Industrial?
HDB? Private? EC?
Which location? (Or GTA)

Renting
Tagging for New Launches
Asset Progression or consultation services

Decide What Your Business Will Do or Sell

This is applicable for all agents. Treat your
career as a business. The number one reason
why realtors fail is because they don't treat
this as a real business.

Before you start, create an action plan. What
do you want to do and sell? This can help
you focus on your marketing effort.

For any business to create profit, it MUST
provide a product or service to sell in
exchange for income.

Examples of Type of Sales:
1.
2.
3.

Examples of Type of Services:
1.
2.
3.

While you may stick to 1 or 2 with what you
are most familiar with, DO NOT get
comfortable. Explore other sectors so you can
be dynamic and shift when the market
changes.

ACTION  PLAN
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Now we know how much we want to earn,
what is your action plan?

Act - What are your actions you intend to
take to help you achieve your sales target?
Some examples which I teach: Your website,
listings, blog, posting in communities and
interactive tools for your clients to use.

Convert - Now you have a cold lead, how do
you convert to a sale? How do you convert
them to a warm lead? How not to lose them?
Some examples I will teach: Using
Conversion Rate Optimization, marketing
automation and remarketing.

Engage - How your clients are keen. How do
you close them? By keeping them engage
through value-added services. Always assume
that a client has met several agents, so how
do you stand out as the choice realtor? What
can you give to them that they are impress
with you which no other agents can provide?

ACTION  PLAN
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There are four main skill set as a sales
person; branding, marketing, followup and
conversion.

Branding - branding is the process of
creating a strong, positive image of yourself.
It helps you stand out from your competitor.
Branding not only distinguish yourself from
your competitors and also clarify what it is
that you can offer that makes you a better
choice.

Marketing - Without marketing there is no
leads. Without leads there is no sales. 80% of
your effort should be used to promote your
services or product.

Follow-Up - People do not buy straightaway.
If you follow the Sales Funnel Model, your
marketing leads to awareness. You must have
strong follow up skill to convert then to
leads and prospects.

Conversion - Converting a lead to sales. In
another words, closing. There are many type
of closing technique; assumption closing
been the most commonly used.

4  SKILLSET
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The first stage of the sales process is
prospecting. It is the activity of turning a
prospect (a target who may or may not know
who you are) into an opportunity. Once you
have an opportunity, you can then turn them
into  customer.

Basic prep work and information you need to
have:
Provide Value
     Mortgage Rates
     Market Analysis
     Housing Reports
     Future Developments
     Local Amenities
     Past Transactions
     Forecast
     ...(more secrets)

Maintain Positive Mindset
     Market knowledge: Become a specialist in     
your niche by acquiring knowledge that help
you help your customers
     Practice your skills and scripts over and
over again which give you confidence by
helping you believe in what you are saying.
This help you overcome objections later on
and have the proper mindset
     
     

PROSPECTING
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Marketing takes up 80% of your activities
The different forms of marketing are not
mutually exclusive.

There are 2 types of marketing; traditional
marketing and digital marketing.

Traditional Marketing - Door-knocking,
Flyers, mailers, cold calling

Digital Marketing - Branding, Social Media
Marketing, Content Marketing, Email
Marketing, Video Production, SEO, Web
Design, Search Engine Marketing

The issue many agents face is they do one or
two form of marketing.

You have to understand 2 facts.
1.
2.

To make the most out of your marketing
effort, you got to combine 6-7 different
forms and integrate them into a system.

Let me show you an example on how you
SHOULD start your marketing.

MARKETING
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Having a website helps you to direct traffic,
create sales funnels, and broadcast your
message to the world. 
But where to start? 
Here are the steps you need to take: 
1.Decide on a Domain Name
a.This will be the ultimate representation of
your business, so choose carefully.
b.Make sure your domain is easy to spell and
easy to remember! 
2.Purchase Your Domain
a.You can purchase your domain from a
variety of places. 
b.You can purchase a domain in annual
increments. 
3.Get web hosting
a.There are many big name companies that
will host your website for you! 
b.Often times web hosting and domain
purchases can be done together. 
4.Design Your Landing Page
a.This is usually done through website
editors in your web hosting.
b.You can also create your own code with
CSS and HTML (if you know how), 
but most web hosting will have drag and
drop editors you can use. 
c.Select images that represent you and your
brand. 
d.Write copy explaining your purpose,
product, or services. 

WEBSITE
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Help Establish your Brand
A place where your clients can input their
testimonials
Obtain leads organically
Reach out to your past clients
Increase website traffic
generate leads
Partner with influencers
promote content
targeted advertising
retargeting

Facebook 
Twitter 
Instagram 
Linkedin 

Social media is the way of the future. The
best way to cultivate meaningful leads, both
organic and paid, are through social media
pages. 
Have a dedicated account to your branding.

Benefits of a Social Media Account
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
 
Make sure you use the following social media
platforms: 

SOCIAL  MEDIA
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Ask friends and family to share your
social media sites.
Practice your sales script to as many
friends and family as possible
Reach out to community members and
neighbours to market your business
locally. 

How I will recommend to start with little or
no budget is to start with your closest
friends. They will be your first supporters.
 
If you’ve been a member of my community
for a while, you now just how important
word-of- mouth marketing can be. 

Have you ever tried a restaurant or purchased
something because your friends suggested it?
Then you know exactly how word-of-mouth
marketing can impact your business. 

Start with your friends and family, and you
can start organic growth for your virtual
business ASAP (and it costs nothing). 

HOW  TO  START?
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Select an email platform to connect with
your website. 
Create opt-in pages on your sales funnels
and websites. 
Create links to your opt-ins for your
social media advertising. 
Use effective email templates. 

Once your website is launched, and your
social media is up and running, you may want
to spend advertising money on getting leads.

DO NOT ignore leads' emails. Email
marketing is 1 of the most low-cost and
efficient way of following up.

Start cultivating your email list. 

Lead generation is CRUCIAL, because the
leads you generate today will be your
returning customers of tomorrow. 

EMA IL

MARKETING
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The best form of marketing that I like is the
analogy of fishing as compare to hunting and
farming.

Fishing is fast, effective and has a
predictable sales. Clients come to you
instead you you going out (hunting) to find
clients.

Once my system is up and running, I spend
about 5-6 hours per week to achieve 2-3
leads per week (spending not more than
$100).

Of course getting this system up is not easy
and is not something feasible for beginners.

This is what I advocate to my downlines; to
have a short term and long term plan.

Your short term plan is to get a couple of
closing so you can make a real estate career.

Your long term plan is complete your
SYSTEM so that leads will naturally come to
you with or without marketing.

OBJECTIVE
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How to Plan your business
How to Structure your consultation
program
How to pick your area of consulting
expertise
How to get clients to enroll in your
business
Creating a Successful Action Plan
4 Important Skillset

What do we offer?
This training is a combination of my 8 years
of business building experience and will
cover the fundamentals of creating a
profitable real estate consulting business,
including:

Over 80 Hours of Personalize
Coaching:

      - branding
      - marketing
      - follow-up
      - conversion
 

TRA INING  KIT
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The general structure of your business
program - how to get leads
How to build a business around a
successful digital marketing system
Website - Organic & Paid
Email
Social Media
Funnels (my personal favourite!)
CRM System
What materials you need to get started
What software you need to get started
How to priortize your to-do list

Beginner's Guide to Business Planning
In this modules, we will cover crucial steps
such as:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

 

MODULE  1
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  What kinds of basic program structures
you can use NOW
  How to tier your program
  Understanding your customer journey
  Planning your goals
  Elements of a successful program
structure

This module focus on the following up and
conversion skillset.

Every business requires a structure, and in
my experience using a sales funnel system to
create leads, and then nurturing those leads
into enrolling in your consulting program is
the best way to go!

This structure will mean more clients with
intent to buy and will allow you to also get
much needed cash flow from a multi-tier
system.

I will show you every step I take in my own
personal program structures, including:

Now the foundation of your consulting
business is laid out. You have your area of
expertise nailed down, and you can move to
the next step.

MODULE  2
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  How to create a presentation with your story
that sells 
  Ways you can use this presentation to attract
clients
  How to establish your authority
  How to create online and in person
presentations using your story

Identify Your Business USP and Creating Your
Consulting Pitch with Your Story

This is one of the most crucial steps in your
consulting business strategy. You need to be able
to create a basic pitch to your potential clients
that will help them understand the value of your
experience and will transition them from
“interested” to “buyer."

But how do you pitch without… pitching? How can
you make a meaningful impression and truly
express and communicate the value of your
experience?

In this module, I will break down what you need
to use your personal story to create a solid
presentation you can use to book clients online or
in person!

I’ll show you:

The last step in this process is the one that many
people struggle with, but I will walk you through
some proven client acquisition strategies so that
you can begin enrolling those high paying clients
immediately.

MODULE  3
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Types of closing techniques you can use
to improve your closing rate.
How to diffuse any objection, and handle
all of your clients concerns using data

Conversion + Closing

There is no way around needing clients, and
in this section I will show you how to close
your cases with CONFIDENCE. I will guide
you through the process I use with my own
sales team, and you will get 3 in-depth
training videos regarding the most important
aspects of pitching your program in a way
that inspires clients to say YES.

I will show you how I get there - including:

MODULE  4
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To learn more from James Lim
contact me via whatsapp @ 91385008

Let us help you on how you can become a
better sales-person.

Because we are dedicated to help our agents
to the best of our ability, we can only take in
a maximum of 4 students per year.

CONTACT  US
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